Age estimates of ancestral mutations causing factor VII deficiency and Dubin-Johnson syndrome in Iranian and Moroccan Jews are consistent with ancient Jewish migrations.
Factor VII (FVII) deficiency and Dubin-Johnson syndrome (DJS) are rare autosomal recessive disorders caused by mutations in F7 and MRP2 genes, respectively. Both disorders are relatively frequent among Iranian and Moroccan Jews. FVII deficiency in both populations is caused by a founder A244V mutation in the F7 gene and DJS is caused by two founder mutations, I1173F and R1150H in the MRP2 gene that are specific for Iranian and Moroccan Jewish patients, respectively. We estimated the age of FVII A244V and MRP2 I1173F by analysis of microsatellite markers flanking F7 and MRP2 genes, respectively, in 13 Iranian Jewish homozygotes for the I1173F mutation and 21 Iranian and Moroccan Jewish homozygotes for the A244V mutation. Dating of the mutations was estimated by the DMLE+2.0 program employing observed linkage disequilibria of multiple genetic markers. The estimated age of the I1173F mutation was approximately 1500 years, and the age of the A244V mutation was approximately 2600 years. These estimates suggest that I1173F causing DJS in Iranian Jews occurred after the separation of Iranian Jews from Moroccan Jews 2000-2600 years ago, while A244V causing FVII deficiency in Iranian and Moroccan Jews occurred prior to the divergence of these two populations.